
100% Clean Energy
Big ways Washington can move the needle in 2019

Thanks for your support!
On Monday March 11th, local elected officials, business owners, and community members from across the 
state will send a message to the Washington State Legislature to pass strong policies for climate action. Our 
collective goal is to show visible, statewide support for accelerating the path to 100% clean energy. It’s time 
to commit to a fossil free future. You are necessary to make this a reality! 

While we’d love for everyone to join us in Olympia, we know life is busy. Good news! You can still support a 
clean energy economy from right where you are! 

You can do something on Monday March 11!
1. Raise your voice! Text “100forWA” to 52886 or go to bit.ly/100forWA and follow the instructions

to connect with your legislators’ offices by phone. Don’t worry, it’s easy, we’ve got you.

2. Take a picture or post a video!  Print out our sign and share a 100forWA selfie; include #100forWA
and the link bit.ly/100forWA. Tell us why 100% clean energy matters to you.

Suggested Posts: 
» MN, IL, FL, the movement is growing! Hey #waleg let’s join in and say YES on #SB5116 to 

a good looking future and #100percentclean electricity. It’s time to #actonclimate!
#100forWA bit.ly/100forWA

» Clean fuels, clean air, and clean energy jobs is good for our city, our state, and our planet. 
#WaLeg say YES to a #cleanfuels standard in WA with #HB1110!  #100forWA
bit.ly/100forWA

» Local jobs + healthier working and living environments + reduced emissions? We’re in for 
smarter, cleaner buildings! #Waleg say YES on #cleanbuildings #HB1257 #SB5293
#100forWA bit.ly/100forWA

» Where you live, your income, race or language ability should not determine how healthy 
and safe you are. Hey #waleg the #HEALact #SB5489 #HB2009 ensures we can choose a 
healthier future for ALL of Washington! #100forWA bit.ly/100forWA

Want to get more involved? We’d love to hear from you!  
Ben Silesky, Audubon Washington, bsilesky@audubon.org, 425-830-5753
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Join the movement!
100% clean is good for our health, our economy, and Washington 

ELECTRICITY
The foundation for going 100% Clean is moving to a 100% fossil-free 
electricity grid. A clean grid will play an increasingly important role in making sure 
Washington State reduces our global warming pollution. As we transition more of our 
transportation and building sector from fossil fuels to the grid, we must ensure that our 
homes and vehicles are powered by clean and renewable electricity. A strong 100% 
Clean Electricity Standard will do just that. 

TRANSPORTATION
Transportation fuels are responsible for nearly half of our global warming 
pollution in Washington. They are also the largest sources of air pollution, which 
health professionals link directly to asthma, lung cancer, and other respiratory diseases. 
Lower income communities and communities of color who are often closer to major 
transportation corridors are even more impacted. We can reduce these harms 
and support our regional economy by instituting a Clean Fuel Standard allowing 
Washington residents to choose electrification and less-polluting fuels to power the 
ways we move around in our communities.

BUILDINGS
Buildings and built infrastructure account for a fifth of Washington State’s 
greenhouse gas emissions. We can reduce these emissions—and our reliance on 
fossil fuels—through deeper investments in energy efficiency. Efficiency is our largest, 
cheapest, and lowest-risk energy resource, and can help us meet our increasing energy 
needs over the next decades, while cleaning up our whole energy system. 

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
Where you live, work, your income, race or language ability should not 
determine your health outcomes. Yet people across our state experience high 
exposures to pollution based upon where the live and work, impacting their well-being 
and shortening their lives. We can define and enforce environmental justice in our state 
and do better to protect all people in Washington and the health conditions of where 
we live and work.

What’s happening right now? 
Big, bold climate action is possible in this 2019 legislative session. 
Our state can lead the way by reducing our reliance on harmful 
fossil fuels to achieve 100% clean energy and a secure healthier, 
prosperous future for all Washingtonians. 
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Text “100forWA” 
to 52886
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